Effects of elevated intracellular calcium on the osmotic fragility of human red blood cells.
High throughput methodologies that measure the distribution of osmotic fragilities in red blood cell populations have enabled the investigation of dynamic changes in red cell homeostasis and membrane permeability in health and disease. The common assumption in the interpretation of dynamic changes in osmotic fragility curves is that left or right shifts reflect a decreased or increased hydration state of the cells, respectively, allowing direct inferences on membrane transport from osmotic fragility measurements. However, the assumed correlation between shifts in osmotic fragility and hydration state has never been directly explored, and may prove invalid in certain conditions. We investigated here whether this correlation holds for red cells exposed to elevated intracellular calcium. The results showed that elevated cell calcium causes a progressive increase in osmotic fragility with minimal contribution from cell hydration (<8%). Loss of membrane area by the release of 160+/-40nm diameter (mean+/-SD) vesicles is shown to be a major contributor, but may not account for the full non-hydration component. The rest must reflect a specific calcium-induced lytic vulnerability of the membrane causing rupture before the cells attain their maximal spherical volumes. The implications of these findings are discussed.